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Dear Mr. Chairman and Committee Members:
Thank you for considering our testimony today in support of HB 696 - “Electric School Bus Pilot
Program.” Climate Parents is a campaign to reduce climate change causing pollution in our schools
and our group is active in Prince George’s County. In particular, we are currently working directly with
Prince George’s County Public Schools (PGCPS) technical staff and other advocates to develop a
Climate Action Plan for PGCPS.
The need to transition to zero emission school buses is vital for Maryland to meet its obligation to the
current generation of young people and to future generations. We cannot become the zero emission
society that we need to by 2045 if our school systems continue to rely on dirty 20th century
transportation technologies.
This approach of utilizing electric school bus batteries for grid support has the potential to make electric
buses more affordable by allowing for an innovative way to finance the higher up front costs.
Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) school buses will also help to both reduce the impact on reliability to the grid
renewables have and limit the time dirty peaking, often oil-fired, power plants are needed to run during
hot ozone polluted summer days.
Electric buses are also quite important to our children. Diesel school buses produce high levels of fine
particulate matter exhaust, which when inhaled can lead to premature death1, impact learning2, and
exacerbate asthma.3 It might be hard to imagine, but every time a diesel bus door opens the exhaust
floats in and right through the bus – it is just like the children are breathing straight from the tailpipe.4
Through our work with PGCPS we saw an analysis developed by the American Council for an Energy
Efficient Economy that showed first hand which communities in Prince George’s County are most
affected negatively by air pollution from school buses and these are the same communities that are
easiest to electrify bus routes for. We also heard directly from the PGCPS Transportation Department
that they are “ready for the future” and about to put their pilot electric bus funded through the
Volkswagen Settlement in service.5
We do urge caution when the Public Service Commission (PSC) is approving applications. In the
2000’s Maryland investor owned utilities (IOUs) divested from owning capacity resources and IOUs
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typically bid into a capacity market rather than directly managing assets so there must be assurances
that IOUs have the necessary expertise to manage such a program in their applications to the PSC.
We also reinforce support for inclusion of training requirements, seat belt requirements, and
requirements to work in underserved areas since these are important for successful implementation of
the program and to achieve equitable safety and health outcomes.
We encourage a FAVORABLE report for this important legislation.

